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Summary

Till now electron microscopy techniques have not been used
to evaluate the plasma–target interactions undergone during
the magnetron sputtering process. The destructive nature of
this interaction severely alters the target microstructure. Util-
ising quantitativemicroscopy techniques can shed light on the
complex plasma and solid-state processes involved which can
ultimately lead to improved functional thin film deposition.
As a representative functional material, aluminium-doped-
zinc oxide (AZO) is an upcoming alternative to conventional
transparent electrode wherein the process optimisation is of
great importance. In this paper, we evaluate the pre- and post-
sputter field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM)
data for ceramic AZO target fabricated at three final sintering
temperatures (1100◦C, 1200◦C and 1300◦C). In all cases,
grain boundaries are merged in addition to a visible reduction
in the secondary phases which makes segmentation-based
image analysis challenging. Through surface statistics (i.e.
fractal dimension, autocorrelation length, texture aspect ratio
and entropy) as a function of magnification we can quantify
the electron microscopy image of the microstructure. We
show that the plasma–microstructure interaction leads to
an increase in autocorrelation length, texture aspect ratio
and entropy for the optimum AZO ceramic sputtering target
sintered at 1200◦C. Furthermore, a maximum reduction in
fractal dimension span (as determined by exponential regres-
sion) is also observed for 1200◦C. In addition to the evaluation
of plasma effects on sintering, our approach can provide a
window towards understanding the underlying thin film
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growth mechanisms. We believe that this technique can be
applied to the defect characterisation of a wide range of poly-
crystalline ceramic sputtering targets (e.g. ITO, CZTS, GAZO
and so on)with the ultimate goal of improving themagnetron
sputtering process and the resulting functional thin film.

Introduction

Within the realm of materials science, electron microscopy is
commonplace for micromorphology evaluation; which is in-
accessible to traditional diffraction limited optical microscopy.
An effective microscopic acquisition and analysis is of signifi-
cant importance in the study of functional ceramics in which
the sintering process can be probed through scanning elec-
tronmicroscopy (SEM). The SEM data acts as a launching pad
for a phenomenological understanding of grain growth and
hence functional properties. Eventually, the insight acquired
can be directed towards optimising the fabrication process
(Joly-Pottuz et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2020). Although scanning
probe microscopy (SPM) techniques can potentially provide
the real height and with high lateral resolution, it is critical to
use a sharp and narrow tip. Techniques have been developed
for producing tips satisfying this criteria, yet erosion and cor-
rosion will inevitably lead to tip damage during use (Knápek
et al., 2017). Furthermore, electronmicroscopy has been able
to obtain high quality real-time images for over four decades
(Barber & Emerson, 1979) whereas video SPM is a recent
novelty.
In line with this, SEM-based techniques are commonly

applied to characterise newly discovered materials, as well
as to investigate the effect of initial precursors and process-
ing/environmental conditions. For example, Mortazavi et al.
(2020) use SEM images acquired prior to and after plasma
polymerisation (for 5 and 10 min) of biaxially oriented
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polypropylene (BOPP) to provide a rational for particle
growth. Odziomek have demonstrated a series of image fil-
tering, thresholding and segmentation procedures on SEM
images to automatically extract nanoparticle descriptors
including perimeter, area and circularity (Odziomek et al.,
2017). Reyes-Gasca & Becerril (2019) made use of electron
microscopy for studying how the morphology of human
molar changes when heating up to 1000oC. In fact, some
studies have incorporated a heater within the SEM chamber
(HT-SEM), allowing for in situ imaging of the sintering pro-
cess, although the behaviour is slightly different compared
to normally sintered ceramics (Joly-Pottuz et al., 2011; Podor
et al., 2019).
While traditional analysis of SEM is based on visual or

limited masked based analysis, there is a growing body of
literature quantitatively exploring the data through machine
vision (Yan et al., 2019) and surface statistics (Ţălu et al.,
2016a,b; Klapetek, 2018). Roding et al. (2016) demonstrated
that a silica ceramic fabricated via spark plasma sintering
undergoes anisotropic grain growth. Mozaffari et al. (2020)
demonstrated that after CO adsorption, higher fractal dimen-
sions (as determined via FESEM) are correlatedwith enhanced
functionality as a result of altered gas-microstructure inter-
actions. Significant morphological variations are observed
upon ion beam implantation of copper oxide thin films, that
are reflected in the surface statistics as well (Jafari et al.,
2020). Shakoury et al. (2020) and Monemdjou et al. (2014)
demonstrated a correspondence between fractal analysis
and optical properties for magnetron sputterewd zinc sulfide
(ZnS) and aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO) thin films,
respectively. Since the micromorphology of material with
competing phases can provide insight into the chemical and
crystal defects (Ţălu et al., 2018; Papež et al., 2020; Rajabi
Kalvani et al., 2020), electron microscopy can be a valuable
yet accessible tool for the assessment of functional parameters
as seen in the aforementioned studies. While many methods
for defect characterisation exist, the semiconductor industry
is in need of a facile and accessible approach for analysis of
optoelectronic devices during and after the fabrication process
(Papež et al., 2020).
Although some research has been done on the analysis of

sputtered thin films, the alteration of the target microstruc-
ture as a result of the sputtering process has been severely
overlooked. It is well known that the destructive plasma–
microstructure interactions occurring on the surface of the
target can lead to a ‘racetrack’ phenomenon which is clearly
visible to the naked eye (Nakano et al., 2015; Wu et al.,
2019). Furthermore, experimental studies have shown that
during plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition, the
resulting product morphology is greatly influenced by the
plasma parameters (e.g. electron temperature) (Kudryashov
et al., 2019).
Awide range of interacting factors influencemagnetron de-

position of thin films. These include gas composition (Bose

et al., 2018; Ţălu et al., 2018), flow rate/pressure (Ma et al.,
2019; Lee et al., 2020; Shakoury et al., 2020), deposition time
(Dallaeva et al., 2012;Ma et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2020), deposi-
tion rate (Taheriniya et al., 2018), power (Ma et al., 2019; Lee
et al., 2020), distance of substrate from target (Sangwarana-
tee et al., 2018), substrate temperature (C. Taheriniya et al.,
2018; Ma et al., 2019; Rajabi Kalvani et al., 2019) and the
target fabrication process (Wu et al., 2012, 2019; Liu et al.,
2020). Since the target itself is one of the key factors con-
tributing to the microstructure of the substrate, the evalua-
tion of plasma–microstructure is key to not only better un-
derstanding the process but also to allow for optimisation
(Dallaeva et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020).
When competing phases occur, secondary phasesmay emerge
leading to various effects such as Zener pinning that ulti-
mately affect the local chemical reactivity (Huang et al., 2018;
Thiruvalluvan et al., 2018). Additionally, we have previously
shown that the aluminium sputter conditions can alter the
micromorphology of the anodised alumina (Taheriniya et al.,
2018). Several studies have shown obstructions (e.g. sputter-
ing target) can lead to unique variations in the electron trans-
port as well as the momentum transfer of fast neutral (heavy)
particles in low-pressure plasma, especially when subject to a
magnetic field wherein charge exchange may play a signifi-
cant role (Fukao et al., 2000; Sari et al., 2004, 2008; Donkó
et al., 2007). Spatial plasma diagnostics methods – such as
Langmuir probes (Raggl et al., 2017; Sagás et al., 2018) – are
complex and often invasive, which perturbate the plasma en-
vironment in the process leading to loss in data accuracy and
reliability. In this study, we will adapt the electron microscopy
methods traditionally used on the sputtered thin film to inves-
tigate the surfacemicromorphology of the ceramic sputtering
target prior to and after inducing the plasma.
Previously, we have demonstrated a novel economic multi-

step sintering method to fabricate the initial AZO target (Ra-
jabi Kalvani et al., 2020) which was then installed in the sput-
tering chamber and utilised for the production of thin films
(Rajabi Kalvani et al., 2019). Submicron zinc oxide together
with nanometric alumina powder was used which resulted in
the formation of exsolution and recrystallisation effects on the
presputtered target. In this study, we will delve deeper into a
comparison of pre- and postsputter micromorphology to ob-
tain a phenomenological understanding of the magnetron
sputtering process, as observed by the target microstructure.

Materials and methods

Fabrication of AZO ceramic sputtering target

Aluminium-doped zinc oxide ceramic sputtering target con-
sisting of 98% w/w ZnO submicron precursor with 2% w/w
Al2O3 nanopowder (∼80 nm) has been fabricated via multi-
step pressureless sintering at 1100◦C, 1200◦Cand1300◦C, as
detailed in our previous work (Rajabi Kalvani et al., 2020).
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Magnetron sputtering method

All targets have been part of the magnetron sputtering tar-
get as described in (Rajabi Kalvani et al., 2019). Briefly, mag-
netron sputtering involving has been performed with a nomi-
nal operation pressure of 5× 10−3 torr after the introduction
of high purity argon gas to a chamber pressure of 10−6 torr.
A power of 150Wwas applied, with a radio frequency source
corresponding to 13.56 MHz (ISM Band Type B) for 1 hour.

Image processing and quantitative analysis

Analysis of the microstructure was performed using a FE-
SEM apparatus (Hitachi S-4160 Japan) with an accelera-
tion voltage of 20 kV. Images have been acquired at various
magnifications.
Fundamentally, it is not possible to use standard grain-based

statistics to evaluate the postsputtermicrostructure due to the
grain boundaries being barely visible. Thus, other statistics
such as autocorrelation function, texture aspect ratio, fractal
dimension and entropy are applied. All image processing has
been performed in the open source Gwyddion software pack-
age (Nečas & Klapetek, 2012; Klapetek, 2018).
Several quantitative metrics are utilised based on the anal-

ysis of the FESEM images acquired pre- and postsputter from
the magneton sputtering target.
The use of fractal dimension (Shanmugavadivu & Sivaku-

mar, 2012; Ţălu, 2012) and autocorrelation length (Rock-
stuhl et al., 2010) postsputter can provide an additional
metric that will help identification and optimisation of the
subsequent thin filmproduction, especiallywith regards to op-
timum addition of nanopowder dopant to the green compact.
The autocorrelation function provides a quantitative mea-

sure of the convolution of an image with itself and can be de-
fined for an image as a 2D (two-dimensional) matrix with the
following relation (Robertson, 2012):

Gii(a.b) =
M∑

x

N∑

y

i (x.y) ∗ i (x− a.y− b) . (1)

where Gii(a,b) is the autocorrelation function in real space;
i(x,y) denotes the image intensity at location (x,y) for the val-
ues a and b corresponding for the distance/lag from the speci-
fied position.
In this study, the normalised radial average value is com-

puted. Upon applying the function to an image, the result is
another image. The value upon which the autocorrelation
length decays to 0.2 is denoted as the autocorrelation length,
Sal.
Since the autocorrelation length (Sal) does not directly con-

vey information about the (an)isotropic properties of the sur-
face, the texture aspect ratio (Str) parameter was computed

(Ţălu et al., 2016a,b; Shapouri et al., 2018) with the follow-
ing relation (Nečas & Klapetek, 2012):

Str = Maximum Sal
Minimum Sal

. (2)

The Shannon entropy of images was determined according
to a simple histogram approximation (Shannon, 1948; Pur-
wani et al., 2017; Klapetek, 2018):

S ≈ −
n∑

i=1

pi log
pi
wi

, (3)

where pi and wi denote the pseudo-height value and width of
the ith histogram bin respectively. Apart for an ideal normal
distribution, the calculated entropy value is dependent on the
bin width. Thus, the entropy is estimated over a wide range of
bin width and the inflection point is chosen as the bin width.
Furthermore, to obtain insights into the self -similarity and

complexity of digital images (for quantitative analysis of the
postsputter images withmerged grain boundaries), the fractal
dimension was computed.
For a bounded set F ⊂ Rn (Euclidean n-space), the set F is

said to be self -similar when F is union of Nr distinct nonover-
lapping copies of itself, each of which is similar to F scaled
down by a ratio r. Fractal dimension D of F (computed as the
box-counting dimension) can be calculated according the fol-
lowing relation (Shanmugavadivu & Sivakumar, 2012; Ţălu,
2015):

D = lim
r→0

log (Nr )
log (1/r)

. (4)

Braun et al. (2018) showed that grain boundaries exhibit
a fractal property and this property can provide insights to-
wards grain boundary migration for optimising the material
properties. The interested Reader is guided to a paper by Mitic
et al. (2019) on the importance of fractal analysis for numeri-
cal modelling and practical realisation of functional ceramics
published in Ceramics International.

Results and discussion

FESEM images analysis

A visual comparison of the FESEM images is shown in
Figure 1.
An obvious difference can be observed visually between

the presputter images which highlights the fabrication and
presputter properties. Briefly, we have previously shown that
for the presputter microstructure the grain size of the main
phase increases with higher temperature, but so does the
secondary phase. A highly porous structure is observed for
1100◦C for both pre- and post-sputter conditions (Fig. 1A),
which can translate into less desired functional properties
such as lower density and higher resistivity. Furthermore, the
Gaussian distribution of the secondary phase particles widens
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Fig. 1. Visual comparison between pre- and postsputtered FESEM images for AZO (aluminium-doped zinc oxide) ceramic targets sintered at: (A) 1100°C,
(B) 1200°C and (C) 1300°C.

considerably at 1300◦C, which hints at possible competing
recrystallisation-exsolution mechanisms that can signal
uneven atomic distribution of aluminium in the main phase
(Rajabi Kalvani et al., 2020). However, the variation in the
postsputter images is less subtle. It can be visually observed
that for the postsputter target sintered at 1200◦C (Fig. 1B),
the appearance seems more homogenous with less secondary
phase particles. Analysis of the postsputter microstructure
will allow for the optimal duration of the shutter operation
such thatminimal time is required thus reducingmaterial and
time waste. Also, we suggest that the postsputter is analysed
for the quantitative evaluation of what constitutes a ‘good’
target since in practice the postsputter target is mapped to the
substrate and not the presputter microstructure.
As seen in Figure 1, these secondary phases are mostly ob-

served on the grain boundaries, which suggest that the Zener
pinningmechanism is still present even after sputtering. Simi-
lar micromorphological structures have been observed in pol-
ished and unpolished FESEM micrographs of AZO ceramic
targets by Liu et al. (2020). In particular, while sintering at
1100◦C (Fig. 1A) and 1300◦C (Fig. 1C) results in observable
secondary phases in the postsputter FESEM images, it is nearly
nonexistent for the AZO target sintered at 1200◦C (Fig. 1B).
This can hint towards the more homogenous distribution of
Al atoms within the target and thus possibly improved sput-
tering characteristics. As the calling card of Zener pinning, it
can be deduced that the severe reduction in secondary phases
signals a more homogenous grain distribution, which can
be confirmed in the presputter grain size analysis as seen in

Figure 1 (according to the results obtained in Rajabi Kalvani
et al., 2020). It would be expected that based on this factor
alone, the morphological characteristics would be profoundly
different, though electrical characteristics are dependent on
other factors as well. The secondary phase at 1200◦C for both
pre- and postsputter has a spherical shape, which suggests
that the growth is governed by a lowering of the surface en-
ergy (Zhao et al., 2014).
In addition, the smaller size of the postsputtering spinel

phase as seen in high-zoom images shown in Figure 2(A)
can be attributed to the collision of the energetic incident ar-
gon particles. These images were obtained by automatic grain
thresholding performed with the watershed algorithm, apply-
ing a filtration of grains under 20 pixels and a 3 pixels grow
and 2 pixels shrink Euclidian operator, with merging preven-
tion. This evolution of the secondary phase precipitates hints
towards a complex driving force resulting from changes in in-
terfacial energy. In itself, this may also be an indicator of ten-
sion and stress in the microscale (Chen et al., 2003).
The existence of a secondary phase with varying dimen-

sions and aggregations (Rajabi Kalvani et al., 2020) is a
clear indicator of unstable growth kinetics and, ultimately, re-
crystallisation and reabsorption into the main phase. How-
ever, additional exsolution may also occur: recrystallisation-
exsolution is a two-way street (Huang et al., 2018). Studies
have shown that aluminium atoms may undergo electromi-
gration which can be a possible source of perturbation in
the polycrystalline structure resulting in the alteration of sec-
ondary phase precipitates (Ma & Suo, 1993) that can in turn
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Fig. 2. (A) Highmagnification (×60k) of postsputteredAZO (aluminium-doped zinc oxide) ceramic target sintered at 1100°C, uponwhich (B)Watershed
algorithm is applied which results in a (C) binary mask. (D) The distribution of the secondary phase particles.

manifest itself in the form of morphology, chemical and/or
crystal variations. It is well known that high-energy radiation
can alter the functional properties of semiconductor devices,
which is a serious concern in space-based solar power (Pelton,
2019; Papež et al., 2020). Further studies are needed to quan-
tify the relation between incident particle collision energy and
postsputter secondary phase micromorphology.
It can be said that upon postsputtering, two key sintering

mechanisms (dominated byheat and electricity) lead to a poly-
crystalline solid. Upon the contact of two grains of differ-
ent sizes, the smaller grain is ‘gobbled up’ (consumed) by the
larger grain. Grain rotation is required, which requires a large
input of energy. This merging leads to the eventual loss of
grain boundary (Castro & Benthem, 2013). An additional fac-
tor for the indiscriminate grain boundaries can be attributed
to the intense sputtering of high-energy atoms from the sur-
face of the target, as well as interaction with high-energy Ar
atoms present in the sputtering chamber.
Ceramic sintering is traditionally evaluated via the study of

the grain size. However, as evident in Figure 1, this approach is
not suitable for evaluating the postsputter images. We can see
that the postsputter FESEM images demonstrate a merger of
grain boundaries. Relying solely on thepresputter data to eval-
uate the postsputter results (both in the target and the sput-
tered thin film) will only give a partial picture especially since
it is the convolution between the complex and turbulent (both
on an atomic and macro scale) plasma–ceramic interaction
that will ultimately determine the outcome of both the sput-
tering target microstructure as well as the functional charac-
teristics of the as-deposited thin film. After sputtering, we can
see clear morphological differences. The grain boundaries are

indistinguishable. This can be attributed to the fact that sput-
tering power leads to a ‘spark plasma sintering’-like treatment
within the sputtering chamber, leading to a more homoge-
neous layer (Kudryashov et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020). Based
on a statistical analysis of the pre- and post-sputter images we
will demonstrate that the secondary phase particles are effec-
tively suppressed by the plasma in 1200◦C, whereas they are
still evident in the 1300◦C target.

Autocorrelation analysis

Autocorrelation provides a metric for self -similarity between
the image and a spatially delayed version of itself. The auto-
correlation length has been graphical displayed in Figure 3. It
can be seen that as the magnification increases, the autocor-
relation length decreases. Thus, an inverse relationship exists
between magnification and autocorrelation length for both
pre- and post-sputter conditions. This can be attributed to the
greater resolution of finer features within the sample. How-
ever, the general trend follows an exponential decay.
For 1200◦C and 1300◦C, the span of the fitted exponential

decay function is considerably higher for the postsputter com-
pared to the presputtered autocorrelationanalysis. That is, the
autocorrelation length is not very dependent on the magnifi-
cation prior to sputtering, yet the surface features clearly be-
come more magnification dependent upon sputtering. This is
particularly observable for 1200◦C. On the other hand, the
half -life is shifted to lower magnifications for the postsputter
analysis. This suggests that more variation is observed for the
microstructure at lowermagnifications. The higher initial au-
tocorrelation length for the presputter FESEM of the sample
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Fig. 3. Autocorrelation analysis of FESEM for pre- and postsputtered AZO (aluminium-doped zinc oxide) ceramic targets at: (A) 1100°C, (B) 1200°C and
(C) 1300°C. (D) A comparison of fitted exponential function.

sintered at 1100◦C can be attributed to the existence of pores,
which increases the ‘lag’ of the signal (Heilbronner, 1992; Lee
et al., 2017). Based on the higher variation of the span val-
ues (as well as the noticeably higher plateau) it is clear that
the sputtering process has shown a higher interaction with
the target sintered at 1200◦C. It is interesting to emphasise
that the secondary phase particles have been eradicated in
the postsputter target sintered at 1200◦C, which may explain
the strong variations in the span. Yet since this change in the
span is observed overall targets, it is plausible that the mag-
netron sputtering plasma inflicts scale dependant anisotropic
erosion in the ceramic target. Contrary to common belief,
the electron density during deposition is highly spatially and
temporally variant. On the other hand, Panjan & Anders
(2017) experimentally demonstrate that an electric double
layer energises drifting electrons. Prior to transporting across
the double layer, they are at the lowest energy level yet after
crossing the double layer they are at highest potential. It must
be noted that the double layer is asymmetric and a large im-
balance of charge is observed.
Taking into account the recrystallisation capabilities of

the sputtering plasma (which can provide the additional
energy required to reincorporate the secondary phase into
themain phase), the autocorrelation length at 1300◦C shows
little increase which may be indicative of the inability of the
sputtering conditions to alter the surface features, namely the
secondary phase particles as observed in Figure 1(C). Thus,
higher sintering temperature does not always lead to a more
desirable surface microstructure. This is important towards
obtaining ahigh-quality target since the secondary phase par-

ticles signal uneven distribution of dopants. This ultimately
affects the functional characteristics of the sputtered thin film
(Papež et al., 2020). However, in the case of thermoelectric
materials, this may in fact be a desired property (Ibáñez et al.,
2019).

Texture aspect ratio analysis

Analysis of the texture aspect ratio can provide a measure
of (an)isotropicity, which can provide insight into the grain
growth mechanisms during pressureless sintering as well as
the effect of the complex plasma environment involving high
electric fields in the presence of magnetic fields with high elec-
tron temperature.
Texture aspect ratio of FESEM for pre- and postsputtered

AZO targets at various temperatures is shown in Figure 4.
Interestingly, the texture aspect ratio for the AZO target sin-

tered at 1100◦C shows significant variations in the presputter
FESEM images (Fig. 4A). That is, the (an)isotropicity is a func-
tion of the magnification, as well as the spatial position of the
acquired FESEM images as can be seen in the variation of tex-
ture aspect ratio shown in Figure 3(A). This can be an indi-
cator of uncompleted densification as a result of the random
orientation of grains, which can result in high crystal misori-
entations and thus high local variations in chemical potential.
A similar issue can be observed in Figure 4(C), where the as-
pect ratio exhibits a quasi-linear relation with magnification.
It is possible that this could be due to the secondary phase par-
ticles observed at the target sintered at 1300◦C (Fig. 1C). Thus,
prior to the in situ magnetron sputtering, it is vital to ensure
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Fig. 4. Texture aspect ratio of FESEM for pre- and postsputtered AZO (aluminium-doped zinc oxide) ceramic targets at: (A) 1100°C, (B) 1200°C and (C)
1300°C.

that the required densification is achieved. Similar random-
ness is observed in the sample sintered at 1300◦C,with the dif-
ference that the presputter texture aspect ratio ismore chaotic
rather than the postsputter regime. This can show that the in
situ plasma sintering has shown to be effective, however, since
the pressureless sintered target did not show the desired prop-
erties, it is possible that this is due to a dynamic equilibrium,
which is knocked out of place by the plasma, leading to un-
even sputtering of thin films by the target sintered at 1300◦C.
It must be emphasised that all the targets have been sputtered
under similar sputtering conditions since the deposition con-
ditions can affect the resulting surface characteristics (Ţălu
et al., 2018, 2019).
The texture aspect ratio for 1300°C also rises, but not as in-

tense as 1100◦C. On the other hand, sintering at 1100◦C re-
sults in a steady decrease in the texture aspect ratio at higher
magnification. It has been shown that not only does Zener
pinning induce anisotropic grain migration, but the subse-
quent recrystallisation texture resulting from the reduction
of the secondary phase (and hence the Zener drag force)
is also orientation-dependent (Huang et al., 2018). The ce-
ramic target sintered at 1200◦C (Fig. 4B) is unique. The pre-
sputter FESEM shows a quasi-uniform trend for the texture
aspect ratio prior to sputtering. However, after sputtering,
exponential decay is clearly visible. This may suggest that the
erosionof atoms fromthe surface by the sputteringplasmahas
a preferred orientation, which is similar at all length scales.
This, in turn, may reflect the scale of the variation in the
local electromagnetic field on the sputtering target surface
(Panjan & Anders, 2017). Furthermore, the plateau has also
shown a large change. Similar to the results obtained for the
autocorrelation analysis (Fig. 3B), there is a significant dif-
ference in the plateau for both the pre- and postsputter im-
ages. However, since the exponential decay was not able to
fit the texture aspect ratio for 1100◦C (Fig. 4A) and 1300◦C
(Fig. 4C), a quantitative comparison of the fitted function is
not possible.
The ‘aggregation’ seen at lower magnification turns to dis-

tinguishable particles at higher magnification, thus increas-

ing the complexity of the surface for the targets sintered at
1100◦C and especially 1300◦C. Upon the application of ex-
ternal energy and/or rapid change in material conditions a
homogeneous resulting surface microstructure is observed
which can be an indicator of diffusion-hindered aggregation
phenomena (Ortega et al., 2017; Jesus et al., 2019).
As confirmed to NMR studies performed by Sun et al., a

small amount of aluminiumdopingwithin thewurtzite struc-
ture leads to a critical increase in the conductivity that is as-
sumed to be related to the Knight shift whereas the emergence
of secondary phases compromises this balance (Sun et al.,
2019). Furthermore, this change in the atomic arrangement
leads to a presence in the microstructure (Sun et al., 2020),
confirming the link between surface characteristics and
conductivity.
Traditionally, fabricatinghighly isotropicmaterials has been

(and still is) a major goal (Vermolen et al., 2009). However,
an increasing body of research is focusing on appreciating the
anisotropic nature of heterogenicmaterialswhich has opened
up novel areas of research (Zhang et al., 2019). Ibáñez et al.
(2019) have exploited chemical/crystal anisotropicity to fab-
ricate high figure of merit (FOM) thermoelectric energy con-
version nanocomposites. Furthermore, Brown et al. (2017)
demonstrated that the chemical self -propulsion of chemical
swimmers (such as Janus microspheres) is dependent on the
inherent symmetry-breaking structure of the bimetallic par-
ticle. Therefore, understanding the anisotropic surface char-
acteristics has far-reaching consequences towards the quest
for gaining a phenomenological understanding of various
polyphase materials.

Entropy analysis

Entropy can provide a measure of the ‘type’ of image, al-
lowing for categorisation based on acquisition parameters.
Entropy is more sensitive to the magnification, rather than
the data within the image. It is possible to use this to com-
pare images obtained across various magnifications in the
form of a magnification normalised figure of merit. In fact, a
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Fig. 5. Entropy of FESEM for pre- and postsputtered AZO (aluminium-doped zinc oxide) ceramic targets at: (A) 1100°C, (B) 1200°C and (C) 1300°C. (D)
Comparison of fitted exponential function.

characteristic curve can be observed, which clearly fits an ex-
ponential decay. In stark contrast to the texture aspect ratio
(Fig. 4), a very good fit is observed for all three samples, both
pre- and postsputter.
Among all three temperatures, it is only for 1200°C (Fig. 5B)

thatwe can see a reduction in entropy after sputtering. In fact,
while the starting entropy for 1100°C (Fig. 5A) and 1300°C
(Fig. 5C) is lower, the resulting entropy for 1200°C is lower
than both of them. This shows that a reduction in the amount
of data is observed in the images, which corresponds to the
near-total elimination of secondary phase particles in a fi-
nal sintering temperature of 1200°C (Fig. 1). Hence, not only
does entropy provide a measure of the magnification, but it
also provides a measure of the quality; since we observed that
the sample sintered at 1200°C had the most desirable char-
acteristics. Also, it is less sensitive to variation between the
surface.
Also, since the secondary phase was not eliminated in the

FESEM images for the target sintered at 1300°C, one would
not expect much change in the magnification dependent
entropy (Fig. 5C).
In general, the pre- and postspan values do not change sig-

nificantly, even though a considerable change is observed for
the pre- and postsputter entropy values as noted earlier for
1200°C. However, it is interesting to note that while the pre-
half -life values are maximum for 1300°C, a linear downward
trend with respect to temperature is observed. It would be in-
teresting to seewhat the phenomenological basis of this is and
if this could be used to identify the sintering temperature ex-
clusively based on the postsputter FESEM images.

Fractal analysis

The cube counting method for fractal analysis was applied.
The fractal dimension provides a measure of self -similarity
within the structure, an essential metric that can provide in-
sight into grain growth dynamics and the postsputter micro-
morphology (Ţălu, 2015).
Similar to the autocorrelation and entropy analysis, we can

see that the fractal dimension clearly fits with an exponential
decay function. Interestingly, the postsputter fractal dimen-
sion for has decreased themost which are in contrast with the
results show in our AZO thin film study where we showed a
high fractal dimension leads to a greater figure of merit (Ra-
jabi Kalvani et al., 2019).
The fractal dimension of FESEM for pre- and postsputtered

AZO targets at various temperatures is shown in Figure 6.
The fractal dimension for the postsputter compared to the

presputter of 1100◦C (Fig. 6A) is considerably higher in com-
parison with both 1200◦C (Fig. 6B) and 1300◦C (Fig. 6C).
This can be possibly attributed to the existence of pores,
which have been shown to reduce the fractal dimension.
While the fractal dimension for the presputter of 1200◦C
(Fig. 1B) and 1300◦C (Fig. 1C) is similar, the postsputter
situation is different. For 1200◦C, not only has the fractal
dimension reduced, but also the fractal dimension is less
dependent upon magnification. This may suggest that the
fractal features of the structure are scale independent and
thus a more homogenous microstructure is achieved as part
of the plasma–microstructure interaction (Kudryashov et al.,
2019). This is further verified by Figure 6(D) where the reduc-
tions both span and half -life in the postsputter FESEM images
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Fig. 6. Fractal dimension of FESEM for pre- and postsputtered AZO (aluminium-doped zinc oxide) ceramic targets at: (A) 1100°C, (B) 1200°C and (C)
1300°C. (D) Comparison of fitted exponential function.

are maximum. Furthermore, the 1200◦C postsputter values
are minimum. Interestingly, the values for half -life are not
altered noticeably for 1100◦C nor 1300◦C.
Therefore, it could be deduced that as a result of plasma–

microstructure interaction, the surface of the target sintered
at 1200◦C exhibits more homogeneous characteristics and
thus results in optimum functional characteristics of the sput-
tered thin films.Namely,we can see thatwhereas the postsput-
ter shows a polynomial trend for the 1300◦C, this is more in
the form of a straight line, showing little dependency on the
magnification (Fig. 1D).
This may have been the reason for a more homogenous

postsputter surface as demonstrated by the fractal dimen-
sion. Since fractal dimension is indifferent towards grain size
and aggregates, it may be a better indicator as a figure of
merit for improving product characteristics in surface re-
sponse methodology studies (Risović & Pavlović, 2013; Mitic
et al., 2019). Recent studies have investigated the effect of
fractal dimension of optoelectrical materials (van Veen et al.,
2017; Rajabi Kalvani et al., 2019; Ţălu et al., 2019), and may
even lead to self -similar properties based on self -similar grain
morphology (Tavakoli & Jalili, 2014; García-Cervantes et al.,
2017).

Conclusions

Magnetron sputtered functional thin film production is a
plasma-driven corrosion process. Uneven plasma etching of
the surface microstructure (manifesting intergranular corro-
sion) will lead to the rapid wear of the magnetron sputtering
target as well as a loss in the functional properties of the fab-

ricated thin film. Understanding the mechanisms at play will
help towardsadvancing scienceand technology formore func-
tional and economical thin films. Quantitative sputtering tar-
get surface evaluation demonstrated here provides a window
into less observed experimental phenomenon.
In our case study of an aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO)

target, we have shown that it is possible to investigate the ef-
fects of plasma–microstructure interaction through quanti-
tative magnification dependent properties such as autocor-
relation length (Fig. 3), texture aspect ratio (Fig. 4), entropy
(Fig. 5) and fractal dimension (Fig. 6). In addition to eliminat-
ing surface contamination, this may be the reason why pre-
sputtering is generally used inmagnetron sputtering inwhich
grainmerging similar to electrical field-assisted sintering is in-
duced. We can conclude that a suitable sintering temperature
(1200◦C) leads to the following surface characteristics in the
resulting target:

� Low-magnification dependency in the presputter and in-
crease in postsputter for autocorrelation length and texture
aspect ratio.

� Constant, magnification independent fractal dimension.
� Increase in entropy upon sputtering.

Future evaluations of the destructive plasma–
microstructure intereactions for other transparent con-
ducting oxides (TCO) such as indium tin oxide (ITO) and CZTS
will open up a newwindow into the polyphase/polycrystalline
ceramic fabrication process. Additionaly, fundamental insight
can be gained on how plasma interacts with a conducting
target, which could possibly increase our understanding
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of charge exchange, cold ions and secondary electrons. In
particular, impurity segregation at the grain boundaries
may provide additional insight into a phenomenological
understanding of the optimum conditions for functional thin
films, as well as defect evolution which plays a critical role
in the semicondutor industry. The spatial defect characteri-
sation will become even more important as spintronics and
memeristors become mainstream technologies. Extracting
the morphological variations as quantitative parameters
(e.g. texture aspect ratio or fractal dimension) can allow for
numerical simulations (e.g. FEM, BEM, FDTD)which aremore
respresentative of the semiconductor material. In this man-
ner, it is possible to evaluate, predict and engineer the final
device (such as novel plasmonic solar cells and microfluidic
ELISA lab-on-a-chip) by manipulating the powder to product
process.
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